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Abstract

We construct families of non-alternating knots and we give explicit formulas to calculate the
Alexander polynomial of these knots. Knots in these families are prime knots and of alternation
number one. Furthermore, the knots are hyperbolic except for the only two torus knots with
alternation number one. The families contain the first non-alternating knots: 819, 820, 821, 942.
In addition we give formulas to calculate the HOMFLY polynomial of knots formed by rational
3-tangles.

1 Introduction

By using Conway’s room theory Giller develops a method to calculate the Conway polynomial of
a link L [7]. Posteriorly in [3], given another type of oriented 3-string tangle, are consider five different
ways for closing it to obtain knots or links and give formulas for calculating the Conway polynomials
of the closures of the composition of two such 3-tangles. Here we consider another different type of
3-string tangle and we give formulas to obtain the HOMFLY polynomial [6] of the closure of it. In
addition, these formulas can be reduced to obtain the Conway and the Alexander polynomials [4] [2].
The formulas given in order to obtain the Alexander polynomial are not recursive. Furthermore we
construct, with this type of 3-string tangle, some families of knots and use these polynomials to prove
that they are non-alternating. Further, the knots in these families have alternation number one, and
they are prime, hyperbolic.

1.1 Preliminaries

The HOMFLY polynomial P(L;v,z! ! Z[v±1,z±1] of an oriented link L is computed by the fol-
lowing recursive formulas:

1. v"1P(L+!" vP(L"!= zP(L0!

2. P(#!= 1

where (L+,L",L0! is a skein triple of oriented links that are the same, except in a crossing neighbour-
hood where they look like:

L+ L" L0

Furthermore a split union of two links has HOMFLY polynomial P(L1 $ L2! = !P(L1!P(L2!,

where ! = v"1"v
z .

An n-string tangle is a pair (B3,T ! where B3 is a 3-ball and T is a one-dimensional, embedded
submanifold with non-empty boundary, which contains n arcs (i.e., n subsets homeomorphic to [0,1]
and satisfies "T = T % "B3. An oriented n-string tangle is an n-string tangle (B3,T ! such that each
connected component of T is oriented, Fig. 1. A subfamily of the 3-string tangles is the set of the
3-braids. We shall denote a 3-braid by T (a1,a2, ...,an!. The 3-braid T (1,"1,1!, in particular, is one
half twist and we will denote it by E and the oriented 3-string tangle in Fig. 2 d! by c.
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Figure 1: Diagrams of a 3-string tangle, the last two are oriented.

(a T (3,2,2! (b T (1,"1,1! (c T ("1,1,"1! (d 3-tangle c

Figure 2: In a!,b!,c! 3-braids and in d! an oriented 3-string tangle.

In a similar form as the HOMFLY polynomial defined for links it is possible to define it for
oriented 3-string tangles.

2 Formulas

We specialize the present discussion to oriented 3-string tangles whose strings are oriented as
shown in Fig. 2 d!. To shorten the notation, henceforth these 3-string tangles shall be denoted only
by 3-tangles. The operation in the set of the 3-tangles is the concatenation; it is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Concatenation of the 3-tangles S and T .

(a #1 (b #2 (c #3 (d #4 (e #5 (f #6

Figure 4: Basic 3-tangles.

Let T be a 3-tangle diagram. We define the Homfly polynomial of T as follows: P(T ! =
6
$

i=1
pi P(#i! where pi ! Z[v±1,z±1]. P(T ! is obtained by applying to the diagram T the formulas

which define the Homfly polynomial repeatedly, until only the six tangles given in Fig. 4 are left.

Example: P
! "

= v"2 P
# $

" v"1z P
# $

.

Taking advantage of concatenation of 3-tangles it is possible to obtain new 3-tangles. We will give
some formulas to calculate the HOMFLY polynomials of the new 3-tangles by using the polynomial
of the first ones. Also we will give formulas to obtain the polynomial for six different closures.

Theorem 2.1. Let T1 and T2 be two 3-tangles such that

P(T1!=
6
$

i=1
pi P(#i! and P(T2!=

6
$
j=1

q j P(# j!.
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Then:
P(T1 ·T2!= [p1q1 + p3q3v2]P(#1!
+[p1q2 + p2(q1 +q4 +q2!!+ p3q4v2 + p5(q2 +q3v2 +(vz+ v2!!q4!]P(#2!
+[p1q3 + p3q1 + vzp3q3]P(#3!
+[p1q4 + p3(q2 + vzq4!+ p4(q1 +q4 +q2!!+ p6(q2 +q3v2 +(vz+ v2!!q4!]P(#4!
+[p1q5 + p2(q3 +q6 +q5!!+ p3q6v2 + p5(q1 +q5 + vzq3 +(vz+ v2!!q6!]P(#5!
+[p1q6 + p3(q5 + vzq6!+ p4(q3 +q6 +q5!!+

p6(q1 +q5 + vzq3 +(vz+ v2!!q6!]P(#6!,

where ! =
v"1 " v

z
.

Proof. Fix the 3-tangle T2. Then P(T1 ·T2!=
6
$

i=1
pi P(#i ·T2!=

6
$

i=1
pi

6
$
j=1

q j P(#i ·# j!. The expres-

sion, which is obtained of P(#i ·# j! for each pair i, j, can be simplified to the result. !

Given the 3-tangle T , let Ni(T ! be the oriented knot (or link obtained by closing T via the basic
elements #i, for i = 1, ...,6, Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Closures Ni for i = 1, ...,6.

Lemma 2.1. Let T be a 3-tangle. If P(T !=
6
$

i=1
pi P(#i!, then

P(N1(T !!= !2 p1 +!p2 +!p3 + p4 + p5 +(v2!+ vz!p6,
P(N2(T !!= !p1 +!2 p2 + p3 +!p4 +!p5 + p6,
P(N3(T !!= !p1 + p2 +(v2!2 + vz!!p3 +(v2!+ vz!p4 +(v2!+ vz!p5 +(v2 + v3z!+ v2z2!p6,
P(N4(T !!= p1 +!p2 +(v2!+ vz!p3 + p4 +(v2!2 + vz!!p5 +(v2!+ vz!p6,
P(N5(T !!= p1 +!p2 +(v2!+ vz!p3 +(v2!2 + vz!!p4 + p5 +(v2!+ vz!p6,
P(N6(T !!= (v2!+ vz!p1 + p2 +(v2 + vz(v2!+ vz!!p3 +(v2!+ vz!p4 +(v2!+ vz!p5+

(v2(v2!2 + vz!!+ vz(v2!+ vz!!p6.

Proof. Suppose that P(T !=
6
$

i=1
pi P(#i!, then P(Nj(T !!=

6
$

i=1
pi P(Nj(#i!!. For N1(T ! we obtain

P(N1(#i!! (see Fig. 6 , the other cases are analogous. !

Figure 6: Links N1(#i!, for i = 1, ...,6.

Theorem 2.2. Let T1 and T2 be two 3-tangles. If P(T1! =
6
$

i=1
pi P(#i! and P(T2! =

6
$

i=1
qi P(#i! then

P(N1(T1 ·T2!!=
6
$

i=1
pi P(Ni(T2!!.

Proof. Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.1 and a straightforward computation show it. !
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Corollary 2.1. Let T be a 3-tangle. If P(T !=
6
$

i=1
piP(#i! and k ! N, then

P(N1(T ·E2k!!= p1P(N1(E2k!!+ p2!+ p3P(N3(E2k!!+ p4 + p5 + p6(v2!+ vz!. (1

The previous results hold for any 3-tangle T , but we will use the Corollary 2.1 to obtain the
HOMFLY polynomials of knots of the form N1(T ·E2k! where T is the concatenation of some 3-
braid and the 3-tangle c. In order to clarify ideas we show the diagrams in Fig 7, the first three have
k = 0.

Figure 7: N1(T (3,2,2! · c!, N1(T ("3,2,2! · c!, N1(T (3,2,"2! · c! and N1(T (1! · c ·E2!.

The HOMFLY polynomial of a 3-tangle, which is formed by k full twists, is given in Theorem
2.3 and its closure at Lemma 2.2. Also Lemma 2.3 gives the HOMFLY polynomial of some 3-braids.
These results will be utilized to obtain P(N1(T ·E2k!! and they are proved by induction.

Theorem 2.3. Let D = E2k be a 3-tangle with k ! N. Then P(D!=
6
$

i=1
Aik P(#i!, where:

A1k = A1k"1v"2 +A3k"1v"1z, (2
A2k = ["A3k " (!+ zv"1!(1"A1k!]/((1"!2!!, (3
A3k = A1k"1v"3z+(1+ z2!v"2A3k"1 , (4
A4k = [!A3k + v"2(1"A1k!]/(1"!2!, (5
A5k = [!A3k + v"2(1"A1k!]/(1"!2!, (6
A6k = "A3k "![!A3k + v"2(1"A1k!]/(1"!2!, (7

with A30 = 0, A10 = 1 and ! =
v"1 " v

z
.

Lemma 2.2. P(N1(E2k!!="(A1k +A1k+1!v
2 +!2A1k +!A3k +2,

P(N3(E2k!!="(A3k +A3k+1!v
2 +!2(1+ z2!A1k +(3tz!+ z3!+!2v2!A3k " (!z2 " zv"1!.

Lemma 2.3. i P(T (2l!!= A1l v
4l P(#1!+A3l v

4l P(#3!,

ii P(T (2l +1!!= A3l v
4l+2 P(#1!+A1l+1v4l+2 P(#3!,

iii P(T ("2l!!= A1l+1v2 P(#1!"A3l P(#3!,

iv P(T ("(2l +1!!!="A3l v
2 P(#1!+A1l+1 P(#3!,

v P(T (0,2l!!= v2l P(#1!+ z$l
i=1 v2i"1 P(#2!,

vi P(T (0,"2l!!= v"2l P(#1!" z$l
i=1 v"(2i"1! P(#2!.

The polynomials Aik !Z[v±1,z±1] are linear combinations of A1k and A3k . These last are recursive;
however they can be described as follows.

!
A1k

A3k

"
=

!
v"2 v"1z
v"3z v"2(1+ z2!

"k!1
0

"
(8
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Lemma 2.4. We have A1k = v"2k%1k and A3k = v"(2k+1!%3k , where %i ! Z[z] which are described in
the equation (9 .

!
%1k

%3k

"
=

!
1 z
z 1+ z2

"k!1
0

"
(9

2.1 Conway-Alexander polynomial

The Conway polynomial &(L;z! ! Z[z] and the Alexander polynomial '(L; t! ! Z[t± 1
2 ] can be

obtained from the HOMFLY polynomial via the following variable changes &(L;z! = P(L;1,z! and
'(L; t!= P(L;1, t

1
2 " t"

1
2 !. In particular, the equation (1 takes the following form:

&(N1(T ·E2k!!= p1&(N1(E2k!!+ p3&(N3(E2k!!+&(N1(T !!. (10

Furthermore the equation (8 is simplified to the equation (9 and with the change z = t
1
2 " t"

1
2 the

polynomials in (9 are rewritten in non recursive form (Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 is equivalently
rewritten as Lemma 2.5.

Proposition 2.1. For all k ! N we have

%1k =

%
k

$
i=1

(t"(i"1!+ ti"1!("1!k"i

&
+("1!k, (11

%3k = "
k

$
i=1

(t"(i" 1
2 !" ti" 1

2 !("1!k"i. (12

Lemma 2.5. '(N1(E2k!!="(t"k + tk!+2 and '(N3(E2k!!= (t"(k+ 1
2 !" t(k+

1
2 !!+ t

1
2 " t"

1
2 for k !

N${0}.

3 Non-alternating knots

A knot or link diagram is called alternating if, as we traverse each component of the link, the
crossings of the diagrams alternate between over and under crossings. A knot which admits an alter-
nating diagram is simply called an alternating knot.

Theorem 3.1. [11] Suppose K is an alternating knot and

'K(t!= a"mt"m +a"m+1t"m+1 + . . .+amtm with am &= 0 &= a"m.
Then

(i a"m,a"m+1, . . . ,am are never equal to zero;

(ii the sign of two consecutive coefficients alternates, i.e.,

aiai+1 < 0 (i ="m,"m+1, . . . ,m"1!.

Note that if K is a knot such that its Alexander polynomial does not satisfy (i or (ii , then K is
non-alternating. We will use Theorem 3.1 to prove that certain knots are non-alternating.

Theorem 3.2. Let T be a 3-tangle such that N1(T ! is a knot. Then there exists k !N such that for all
L ' k,L ! N the family {N1(T ·E2L!} is non-alternating.
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Proof. By Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 2.5 we obtain

'(N1(T ·E2k!!= p1("(t"k + tk!+2!+ p3(t"(k+ 1
2 !" t(k+

1
2 !!+ t

1
2 " t"

1
2 !+'(N1(T !!. (13

Therefore, if we choose k large enough then some coefficients are zero and so by Theorem 3.1 the
knots are non-alternating. !

Now, let T = T (2l+1,2n1,2m1, ...,2nr,2mr! ·c be a 3-tangle and gr = l+
r
$

i=1
mi. For all l,k,r !N

with ni,mi,! N, i = 1, ...,r we have the next results.

Lemma 3.1. If r ' 1 the span('(N1(T !!!= 2gr +2 and if r = 0 the span('(N1(T (2l+1! ·c!!!= 2l.

Proof. This is shown by using Theorems 2.3 and 2.1 and induction on r. !

Theorem 3.3. If k ' 3, then the family of knots {N1(T ·E2k!} is non-alternating.

Proof. These links have only one component by the form of T . By using Theorems 2.3 and
2.1, and the equation (13 we obtain the equation (14 . Due to the Lemma 3.1 if k ' 3 then some
coefficients are zero and the Theorem 3.1 implies the result:

'(N1(T ·E2k!!= '(N1(T !!" (t"gr + tgr!+(t"(gr+1!+ t(gr+1!!+ (14
(t"(gr+k!+ t(gr+k!!" (t"(gr+k+1!+ t(gr+k+1!!.

!
As we can see in the following corollaries, for particular forms of the 3-tangle T , the family

{N1(T ·E2k!} is non-alternating when k < 3.

Corollary 3.1. For all l ! N${0} and k ! N the knots N1(T (2l +1! · c ·E2k! are non-alternating.

Proof.

'(N1(T (2l +1! · c ·E2k!! =

%
l

$
i=1

(t"i + ti!("1!l"i

&
+("1!l

+("t"l " tl + t"(l+1!+ t(l+1!!

+(t"(l+k!+ t(l+k!" t"(l+k+1!" t(l+k+1!!.

!

Corollary 3.2. For all l !N and k !N${0} the knots N1(T (2l+1,2,2! ·c ·E2k! are non-alternating.

Proof.

'(N1(T (2l +1,2,2! · c ·E2k!!=
'
$l

i=1(t"(i"1!+ t(i"1!!("1!l"i(+("1!l

+2("t"(l+1!" tl+1 + t"(l+2!+ tl+2!

+(t"(l+k+1!+ tl+k+1 " t"(l+k+2!" tl+k+2!.

!
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4 Some properties

The alternation number of a link diagram D is the minimum number of crossing changes necessary
to transform D into some (possibly non-alternating diagram of an alternating link. The alternation
number of a link L, denoted alt(L!, is the minimum alternation number of any diagram of L [9].

Corollary 4.1. If K is either the knot N1(T (2l+1,2,2! ·c ·E2k! for l !N and k !N${0} or the knot
N1(T (2l +1! · c ·E2k! for l ! N${0} and k ! N, then alt(K!= 1.

Proof. It follows from Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2, and note that one crossing change at the 3-tangle c
causes that the k full twists vanish (the crossing is marked in Fig. 8 . !

Figure 8: At the left is shown N1(T (2l + 1,2,2! · c ·E2k! and at the right the resultant diagram after one
crossing change.

Let N K denote the set of non-alternating knots of the form N1(T ·c ·E2k! such that T is a 3-braid
and k ! N!

{0}. Also let br(K! denote the bridge number of the knot K.

Lemma 4.1. If K is a knot in N K , then br(K!= 3.

Proof. The knot K has a diagram of three bridges, and so br(K! ( 3. If K has br(K! ( 2 then K
is alternating. However, K ! NK. Hence br(K!= 3. !

Theorem 4.1. If K is a knot in N K , then it is a prime knot.

Proof. If K is the connected sum of K1 and K2, then the bridge index of K is one less than the sum
of the bridge index of K1 and K2 [15]. As br(K!= 3, K1 and K2 have bridge index two and therefore
they are alternating knots. Further, the connected sum of alternating knots is an alternating knot and
so K /! N K . Hence K is a prime knot. !

With the previous Theorem and the Alexander polynomial we can determine that the diagrams
given in Fig. 7 are of the knots 819, 820, 821, 942, respectively.

Corollary 4.2. If K is a knot in N K different to N1(T (3,2,2! · c! or N1(T (5,2,2! · c!, then it is a
hyperbolic knot.

Proof. Let K ! N K . Then K is prime, has bridge index 3 and alternation number one. The prime
knots with bridge index ( 3 that are not torus knots, are hyperbolic [10]. The only torus knots with
alternation number one are 819 and 10124 [1]. !

The class of homogeneous knots includes alternating knots and positive knots [5]. In this section
we will use a result of Cromwell to prove that certain knots are non-homogeneous and therefore they
are non-alternating knots.

Theorem 4.2. [5] A link is non-homogeneous if P(L! has no terms of the form (("1!
1
2 (r"s!vszr for

( ! N,r = maxdegzP(L!,s ( r.

Theorem 4.3. 1. The links N1(E2k!, N3(E2k! and N1(E2k · c! are non-homogeneous.

2. The knots N1(T (2l +1! · c ·E2k!, N1(T ("(2l +1!,2,2! · c! and N1(T (3,2,"2l! · c!! are non-
homogeneous knots.
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Proof. We will prove for N1(T (2l + 1! · c ·E2k!; the other cases are analogous. First, we ob-
tain P(c! = vz P(#1!+ v2 P(#2! and by Lemma 2.3 ii! we have P(T (2l + 1!! = A3l v

4l+2 P(#1!+
A1l+1v4l+2 P(#3!. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, P(T (2l + 1! · c! = A3l v

4l+3z P(#1!+ A3l v
4l+4 P(#2!+

A1l+1v4l+3z P(#3!+ A1l+1v4l+4 P(#4!. By using Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 we can obtain the
polynomial which contains r, namely "v2l"2k+2z2l+2k+2. This does not have terms of the form
(("1!

1
2 (r"s!vszr for ( ! N and s ( r, so by Theorem 4.2 the knots N1(T (2l + 1! · c ·E2k! are non-

homogeneous. !
A fibered link is a collection of disjointly embedded circles L = L1

!
...

!
Lk such that the com-

plement is the total space of a fiber bundle over S1.

Theorem 4.4. [5] Let L be a homogeneous link. Then L is fibred if and only if the leading coefficient
of &(L! is ±1.

Theorem 4.5. 1. The knots N1(T (2l+1! ·c ·E2! are fibered knots (these knots are non-homogeneous .

2. The knots N1(T (2l +1,2,2! · c! and N1(T (2l +1,2,2! · c ·E2! are fibered knots.

Proof. 1. The knots have a diagram as shown in Fig. 15 (a . The Seifert surface obtained by this
diagram is the Murasugi sum of fibered surfaces [8].
2. The knots N1(T (2l +1,2,2! · c! and N1(T (2l +1,2,2! · c ·E2! are homogeneous and the leading
coefficient of their Alexander polynomial is ±1. By the result of Cromwell 4.4 the knots are fibered.

!

(a (b

Figure 9: N1(T (2l +1! · c ·E2! for l = 1. Inside of the blue rectangle there are 2l +2 crossings.

Corollary 4.3. The genus of the knots N1(T (2l + 1! · c ·E2!,N1(T (2l + 1,2,2! · c! and N1(T (2l +
1,2,2! · c ·E2! is gr +1+ k.

Theorem 4.6. The knots N1(T (2l +1! · c ·E2!, N1(T (2l +1,2,2! · c! and N1(T (2l +1,2,2! · c ·E2!
are Montesinos knots.

Proof. By Reidemeister moves we can obtain the standard form of Montesinos knots. In particular
for N1(T (2l +1! · c ·E2! it is shown in Fig. 9 (b . !

By using the Alexander polynomial of N1(T ·E2k! it is possible to determine other invariants. The
determinant of a knot is defined as |'("1!|, where '(t! is the Alexander polynomial [14]. Further-
more the determinant is equal to the order of the homology of the two-fold branched cover of the knot.
The determinant of a knot K will be denoted by det(K! and the 3-tangle T (2l +1, ...,2nr,2mr! · c by
T .

Corollary 4.4. The det(N1(T ·E2k!! =| '(T ;"1!+ 4(("1!k " 1!("1!gr | where gr = l +
r
$

i=1
mi if

r ' 1 and gr = l if r = 0.

In particular, det(N1(T (2l + 1! ·E2k!! =| 2l + 1+ 4(("1!k " 1! | and det(N1(T (2l + 1,2,2! ·
E2k!!=|"2l +9+4("1!k |.
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For an oriented link K we denote its signature [12] by )(K!, its unknotting number by u(K!,
and its Ar f invariant [13] (or Robertello invariant by Ar f (L! ! Z2. By Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 and
Theorem 4.1 we obtain )(K! and with this the unknotting number for some knots in the families
N1(T (2l +1! ·E2k! and N1(T (2l +1,2,2! ·E2k!.

Corollary 4.5. Let K = N1(T ·E2k!. Then Ar f (K!= 0 if and only if '(N1(T !;"1!)±1mod 8.

Ar f (N1(T (2l +1! ·E2k!!= 0 * l ) 0 mod 4 or l ) 3 mod 4,

Ar f (N1(T (2l +1,2,2! ·E2k!!= 0 * l ) 2 mod 4 or l ) 3 mod 4.

Proposition 4.1. )(N1(T (2l +1! ·E2k!!=

)
"2(l +1! if k is odd and l ( 3;
"2l otherwise.

)(N1(T (2l +1,2,2! ·E2k!!=

)
"2(l +2! if k is odd and l ( 6 or if k is even and l ( 2;
"2(l +1! otherwise.

Proposition 4.2. u(N1(T (2l +1! ·E2k!!= l +1 if k is odd and l ( 3.
u(N1(T (2l +1,2,2! ·E2k!!= l +2 if k is odd and l ( 6 or if k is even and l ( 2.
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